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About This Game

PIRATADO 1
Game for HTC Vive and Oculus rift CV 1.

-----
+ You can play game without VR Mode !

Press "SPACE" button - Activate / Deactivate VR Mode !
Recommended System Requirements without VR Mode :
Processor Intel Core i5-3330, AMD FX-6300, or better

Video NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti or AMD Radeon R7 260X or better
Memory 4 GB RAM

-----
Sci-fi war action shooter.

Science-fiction space simulator.

The graphics are impressive and gameplay shows great potential.
There are 45 levels to play through, all of which must be unlocked progressively.

There are 24 spaceships.
To Be Continued...

Control - Xbox One Controller or Mouse.

Copyright (C), Ryabov Eduard, 2016.
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best part of the game. Fun game. Price is a bit high but overall worth it. It's not without its flaws but it is ultimately an enjoyable
exploration game with light combat and RPG elements. Enjoy treasure hunting the deep dark trench and upgrading your sub
systems.. NOT TO BAD FOR A FREE GAME. Game is Good. Great combination of a word finding game and the popular
Bejeweled game!

It plays with impressive, easy to use controls, and discovering words that work to meet each levels goals is a lot of fun!

The story adds in a nice touch, especially because it offers a nice touch of humor.

Here's my First Play and Impressions video I made for this game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dzP5ERMvCU

The global and friends high score lists for each level shows you how you stack up every level you complete is a very nice
included feature of this game.

My Score: 85% (Value 36/40; Fun 24/30; Controls and Bugs 20/20; Graphics and Sound: 5/10)

Definitely recommended to any of you who enjoy word making/finding games who might like a nice touch of a match 3 game
like Bejeweled mixed in.. A majestic game, where a simple gameplay allows you to challenge gravity while wandering in a
cosmic universe. The music is amazing, environments stunning, spending a few minutes\/hours in the game is the best way to
relax and empty your head. Congratulations Marie!. I may be in the minority with this one but this game is not funny. We're
talking cringy jokes and outdated references galore. Not to mention the fact that it's incredibly short and doesn't offer enough
choice.. This game takes a lot of the elements of the original Cobalt game and makes it more accessible to casual players. It has
often been compare to CSGO, but I feel like this game has an advantage in some areas. For instance:

-One can ride a mech with a railgun in its mouth

-have a nice shield

-throw a canister of liquid nitrogen right into someone's face

-can be like Spider-Man with a grappling hook (and kill/stun people whilst swinging)

-use a time gun to teleport behind someone and kill them with a sword

-use a jetpack with unlimited fuel

-throw jars of pure radiation

-create a room full of healing sentries

-slide backwards down a hill shooting a machine gun

-and much more...

Cobalt WASD is worth your money if you are looking for a fast-paced, diverse, and downright cool 2D shooter.
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Orbox C is a good game for you if you enjoy problem solving puzzle games with a good sound track. The game itself controls
very easily as you only need to use the arrow keys. Any one can pick up this game and play it. It's inexpensive, fun, and
definitely worth thet three dollar sale price.. This game is surprisingly really fun. It relies on the very basics of survival and does
it well :) Here's a playthrough:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kBJwyWhcXlQ&t=1263s. Really enjoyed my time with this, clever puzzles and a really
interesting plot. I got two different endings, not sure how many there are in total but both left me wanting more.. My boyfriend
got this for me as a gag gift and I obliged and played.

Not really sure the point of it, but some of the "logic" and repeating questions♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off. I dont know why I played
this. lol. More people should get this... It seems very original and distinct in some of its in-game aspects... Worth getting.... From
the 2 hours I've played, I've got to say this is a pretty good game especially for being only 2 dollars. It is easily one of the better
2D platformers I've played.. I don't think I've ever written a review for a game since I got on steam. I think thats about all I need
to say. This game is amazing and the soundtrack sets the tone really well.
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